Complex partial status epilepticus: a depth-electrode study.
Of 87 patients with complex partial epilepsy who were evaluated with depth electrodes, 8 developed complex partial status epilepticus (CPSE). Seizures originated extratemporally in all 8 patients. Frontal lobe onset was established in 4 patients and was probable in 1 more. Medial parietal onset was documented in 1 patient. Medial occipitoparietal onset occurred in another, and 1 patient had multifocal onsets. Even when seizures did not begin frontrally, the frontal lobes were prominently involved during CPSE. CPSE did not occur in 60 patients with seizures originating in the temporal lobe. Both recurrent clinical seizures and continuous altered behavior were observed. Some patients exhibited both clinical patterns at different times during the same episode. Depth recording consistently demonstrated recurrent isolated seizure discharges throughout episodes. The clinical patterns were related, in part, to electroencephalographic seizure frequency, duration, and intensity. Episodes of CPSE were not associated with intellectual deterioration.